Hampton Hargate Primary School.
Year 3 Curriculum Overview Cycle A

English

Maths

AUTUMN

SPRING

Stories set in the Stone Age,
Iron age and Bronze Age.
Information texts, letters and
poetry. Spelling rules and
grammar.

Information texts
Newspaper articles
Myths and legends
Spelling rules and grammar

SUMMER
Adventure stories and stories
set by the sea.
Writing mystery stories
Spelling rules and grammar

Number and the four operations, using and applying, times tables awards, data handling and
shape and space.

Science

Sound
Rocks and soils

Animals including humans

All living things

Computing

E safety
Manipulating sounds

E safety
Research and Google Slides
What did the Romans do for
us?

E safety
Scratch
BeeBot
Pivot

History

Class person and modern
equivalent.
Changes in Britain Stone-iron Age

Romans
Can we find the treasure using
a pirate map?

Geography

Art

Linked to prehistoric Britaincave paintings, Stonehenge
and Iron Age Celtic patterns.

Roman mosaics
Clay pots/tiles
Roman foot and sandal

Land and seascapes
Water colours
Colour mixing

DT

Photograph frames

Make a bug hotel/ bird
feeder- link to science

Pulleys- link to geography

Music

Exploring Sounds
Composition

Beat
Pitch

Composition
Singing games

Rugby/netball
Indoor skills with PE coach

Athletics/Football
Indoor skills with PE coach

Cricket/Rounders
Indoor skills with PE coach

What is the Bible and why it is
important to Christians?
How and why Hindus
celebrate Diwali.

Words of wisdom How does
the Torah influence Jewish
people.
What do we know about
Jesus?

What is it like to be a Sikh In
Peterborough?
What is faith and what
difference does it make.

PE

RE

PSHCE

New beginnings
Going for goals

Fire Safety and citizenship

Good to be me and changes

Primary
Languages

Body parts, days of the week
and food.

Fruit, revision of body parts
and writing poetry.
Food and ingredients.

Weather, place names,
revision of France and major
cities.

Hampton Hargate Primary School.
Year 3 Curriculum Overview Cycle B

English

Maths

AUTUMN

SPRING

SUMMER

Local history poetry –John
Clare
Stories with familiar settings
Viking norse myths
Spelling rules and grammar

Writing stories based on
stories from around the
world.
Spelling rules and grammar

Playscripts. Fables. Stories
linked to the rainforest.
Arguments.
Spelling rules and grammar.

Number and the four operations, using and applying, times tables awards, data handling and
shape and space.

Science

Light and electricity

Forces and magnets
States of matter

Computing

E safety
Using google slides for
presentations

E safety
Google maps

History

Where are we in the world?

Art

Silhouettes, shading and art
linked to Saxons

Art from around the world.

DT

Weaving

Food from around the world.

Music

Will the toucan survive? Why
are rainforests wet and
deserts dry?
Rousseau
Paper art
Camouflage and patterns
Fairtrade pancakes

Marie -to link with topics
Tag rugby/netball
Indoor skills with PE coach

PSHCE

What is the Bible and why is it
important to Christians.
How and why do Hindus
celebrate Diwali?
New Beginnings
Going for goals

Primary
Languages

Body parts, days of the week
and food.

RE

E safety
Documentary and talking
books

Class person and modern
equivalent.
Vikings and Saxons to Edward the
confessor

Geography

PE

Plants

Football/Athletics
Indoor skills with PE coach

Cricket/Rounders
Indoor skills with PE coach

Words of wisdom How does
the Torah influence the lives
of Jewish people.
What do we know about
Jesus?

What is it like to be Sikh in
Peterborough?
What is faith and what
difference does it make.

Fire Safety and citizenship

Good to be me and changes

Fruit, revision of body parts
and writing poetry.
Food and ingredients.

Weather, place names,
revision of France and major
cities.

Hampton Hargate Primary School.
Year 4 Curriculum Overview Cycle A
AUTUMN

SPRING

SUMMER

English

Story writing imaginary
worlds. Dictionary and
thesaurus skills. Explanation
texts. Poetry. Arguments.
Spelling rules and grammar

Letter writing
Persuasive writing
Newspaper articles.
Debate.
Spelling rules and grammar

Treasure Island and stories set
by the sea.
Writing mystery stories
Spelling rules and grammar

Maths

The four number operations. Real life problems and times tables awards. Fractions, decimals,
shape, space and measures.

Science

Sound
Rocks and soils

Animals including humans

All living things

Computing

E safety
Manipulating sounds

E safety
Research and google slides
What the Romans did for us?

E safety
Scratch
BeeBot
Pivot

History

Class person and modern
equivalent.
Changes in Britain Stone-iron Age

Romans
Can we find the treasure using
a pirate map?

Geography

Art

Linked to prehistoric Britaincave paintings, Stonehenge
and Iron Age Celtic patterns.

Roman mosaics
Clay pots/tiles
Roman foot and sandal

Land and seascapes
Water colours
Colour mixing

DT

Photograph frames

Make a bug hotel/ bird
feeder- link to science

Pulleys- link to Geography
topic

Music

Sounds
Composition

Beat
Notation

Performance
Structure

PE

Rugby/netball
Indoor skills with PE coach

Athletics/Football
Indoor skills with PE coach

Cricket/Rounders
Indoor skills with PE coach

RE

What do signs and symbols
mean in religion?
Is Christmas a festival of light
or love?

What were the stories Jesus
told?
Is Easter a festival of new life
or sacrifice?

What are the milestones in
life?
What religions are
represented in our
neighbourhood?

PSHCE

Beginning and belonging
Getting on and falling out

My emotions
Managing risk and change.

Keeping Safe

Primary
Languages

Body parts, days of the week
and food.

Fruit, revision of body parts
and writing poetry.
Food and ingredients.

Weather, place names,
revision of France and major
cities.

Hampton Hargate Primary School.
Year 4 Curriculum Overview Cycle B
AUTUMN

English

Maths

Settings and character
descriptions. Story of Beowulf.
Non-chronological reports.
Instructions
Poetry
Spelling rules and grammar.

SPRING

SUMMER

Stories from around the
world. Information texts.
Spelling rules and grammar.

Rainforest settings and
imagery. The Great Kapok
Tree.
Persuasive writing.
Spelling rules and grammar

The four number operations. Real life problems and times tables awards. Fractions, decimals,
shape, space and measures.

Science

Light and electricity

Forces and magnets
States of matter

Computing

E safety
Using google slides for
presentations

E safety
Google maps

History

Plants
E safety
Documentary and talking
books

Class person and modern
equivalent.
Vikings and Saxons to Edward the
confessor

Geography

Where are we in the world?

Art

Silhouettes, shading and art
linked to Saxons

Art from around the world

DT

Weaving

Food from around the world

Music

Will the toucan survive? Why
are rainforests wet and
deserts dry?
Rousseau
Paper art
Camouflage and patterns
Fairtrade pancakes

Marie - to link with topics

PE

Tag rugby/netball
Indoor skills with PE coach

Football/Athletics
Indoor skills with PE coach

Cricket/Rounders
Indoor skills with PE coach

RE

What do signs and symbols
mean in religion?
Is Christmas a festival of light
or love?

What were the stories Jesus
told?
Is Easter a festival of new life
or sacrifice?

What are the milestones in
life?
What religions are
represented in our
neighbourhood?

PSHCE

Beginning and belonging
Getting on and falling out

My emotions
Managing risk and change

Keeping safe

Primary
Languages

Body parts, days of the week
and food.

Fruit, revision of body parts
and writing poetry.
Food and ingredients.

Weather, place names,
revision of France and major
cities.

